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SEDEX: Scalable Entity Preserving
Data Exchange
Yoones A. Sekhavat and Jeffrey Parsons
Abstract—Data exchange is the process of generating an instance of a target schema from an instance of a source schema
such that source data is reflected in the target. Generally, data exchange is performed using schema mapping, representing
high level relations between source and target schemas. In this paper, we argue that data exchange solely based on schema
level information limits the ability to express semantics in data exchange. We show such schema level mappings not only may
result in entity fragmentation, they are unable to resolve some ambiguous data exchange scenarios. To address this problem, we
propose Scalable Entity Preserving Data Exchange (SEDEX), a hybrid method based on data and schema mapping that employs
similarities between relation trees of source and target relations to find the best relations that can host source instances. Our
experiments show SEDEX outperforms other methods in terms of quality and scalability of data exchange.
Index Terms—Data exchange, schema mapping, scalability, tree representation
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I NTRODUCTION

The continuing growth in data entails the need for
the integration of structured data with the goal of
making data available from various independent and
heterogeneous sources. This heterogeneity is a central
element of growing interest in big data [1].
In this paper, we study information integration
through data exchange, which is the process of generating an instance of a target schema from an instance
of a source schema, such that the generated instance
adheres to the structure of the target schema. The prevailing approach for this process is based on schema
mappings, which are high level expressions that describe relationships between database schemas [2], [3].
However, schema-mapping based data exchange
techniques suffer from two problems: (1) entity fragmentation, in which information about a single entity
is spread across several tuples in the target schema,
and (2) ambiguity in generalization, in which incorrect
mappings result from using different methods to represent entity type generalization in source and target
schemas. In this paper, we propose an approach that
combines schema-level and data-level information to
address these problems. We also provide extensive
evaluation to demonstrate the benefits and scalability
of the approach.
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1.1 Data Exchange
Data exchange based on schema mapping was introduced by the Clio project [2], [3], which uses schema
mappings to create transformation scripts. The data
exchange problem has also been studied by Fagin et
al., who propose theoretical foundations behind data
exchange [4]. They introduced the concept of universal
solution as a plausible solution, and core solution [5]
as an optimal solution among universal solutions. In
the post-processing approach to compute the core,
the target solution generated by a system is pruned
and processed to generate the core solution [6], [7].
As argued in [8], this technique may result in high
redundancies that consequently impairs efficiency of
a data exchange system. On the other hand, in preprocessing approaches such as ++Spicy [8], schema
mapping expressions are rewritten such that refined
mappings directly generate the core solution.
In spite of considerable improvements in data exchange , there exist scenarios that cannot be handled
properly. We attribute this to gaps between schema
mapping and data mapping in data exchange. More
specifically, in many existing data exchange systems
based on schema mapping (e.g., [2]), first mappings
are generated based on schema level information, and
then these mappings are used to translate source data
to the target. In this approach, schema mappings are
treated as independent expressions, while in practice,
many mappings overlap each other. Moreover, neglecting target constraints (because of the computational cost) results in entity fragmentation [8].
1.2 Gaps between Schema and Data
There have been efforts to bridge the gaps between
schema level and data level mappings by using ex-
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amples of target instances. In [9], a sample-driven
schema mapping technique is proposed that automatically constructs schema mappings from sample
target instances. This technique generates mapping
expressions given each pair of sample source and
target instances. In EIRENE [10], data examples are
used to refine schema mappings. The main difficulty
when attempting to characterize data transformation
using data examples is the choice of data examples.
Moreover, data examples derived in such a manner
may be redundant in the sense that multiple data
examples are likely to describe the same behavior.
Entity Fragmentation: Mappings and transformations
generated by Clio [2], [3] allow producing a universal
solution, which is far from the core solution as an
optimal solution. Entity fragmentation is an important
problem of these solutions, where information about
the same entities is spread across several tuples, while
each tuple represents part of the information about an
entity. As discussed in [11], this is because of existing
uncorrelated mappings that may result in duplication
of data as well as loss of associations in data exchange.
To address this problem, MapMerge [11] exploits constraints in the schemas to find natural associations.
This improves the quality of mappings by reducing
the size of the target instance as well as increasing the
similarity between source and target instances [12].
Although MapMerge is able to generate a smaller
target instance in comparison to Clio, it may still
not generate the core solution. The recent version
of ++Spicy [8] rewrites mappings using functional
dependencies in terms of target egds (equality generating dependencies) representing primary key constraints in the target. Such rewritten mappings are
mappings without egds that make it possible to generate the core solution. According to [12], unlike Clio
and MapMerge [11], the size of an instance generated
by ++Spicy remains constant by varying the number
of constraints. However, this improvement comes at
the expense of a significant cost in execution time. The
system we propose in this paper handles the problem
of entity fragmentation in a scalable way.
Ambiguity in Generalization: Null values may appear in the source if a generalization relation is realized through materializing all specific classes inside
a single table, while separate tables are specified in
the target. This results in ambiguous mappings and
consequently, incorrect data exchange. As an example, suppose tables Inst(Name, studentID, employeeID,
courseId) and Course(courseId, credit) are in the source,
where the Instructor table in the source simultaneously corresponds to Grad(name, empId, course) and
Prof(name, stId, course) in the target. However, given
a tuple in the instructors table (Inst), only one of
them (Grad or Prof ) is applicable based on the values
of properties. This is an example of implementing a
generalization relation using two different techniques,
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where in the source, one relation (i.e., Inst) stores
instances of all instructors, while in the target, two
different relations (i.e., Grad and Prof ) store specializations of instructors. Given source and target schemas,
++Spicy [8] generates the following mappings:
∀n, s, e, c : Inst(n, s, e, c)Course(c, x) → ∃ : Grad(n, s, c)
∀n, s, e, c : Inst(n, s, e, c)Course(c, x) → ∃ : P rof (n, e, c)

Given an instance of the source (Inst(I1 ,st1 , null,
c1 ), Inst(I2 , null, e1 , c2 ), Course (c1 , 3), and Course(c2 ,
2), ++Spicy generates the redundant target (i.e.,
Grad(I1 , st1 , c1 ), Grad(I2 , null, c2 ), P rof (I1 , null, c1 ),
and P rof (I2 , e1 , c2 )). However, we expect to achieve
the non-redundant solution of (i.e., Grad(I1 , st1 , c1 ),
(I2 , e1 , c2 )).
In the typical data exchange setting, it is assumed
that source instances are complete, which means there
is no null value in the source. In practice, this assumption may not be applicable for every data exchange
scenario as we may exchange data from a source in
which some properties are represented by null values.
Data exchange with the possibility of null values in
the source requires defining new semantics, where
there may exist several possible interpretations for
null values. Null values in the source may naturally
arise when mapping inversion (a reverse relationship
from target schema to source schema) and exchanging
incomplete data [14]. In this semantics, null values
in the source may represent “missing” or “unknown”
information. As discussed in [15], null values should
not be treated naively as constants since there will
be no maximum recovery for mappings. According
to Bunge’s ontology [16], not having a property is
not a property. This implies that null values must
not exist when we model a domain. Based on this
theory, we define a different semantics to deal null
values in the source instance, where we deal with
nulls as “not applicable” values. In the semantics we
define, properties with null values are dropped from
the source instance as we define null value as “not
having a property”.
Contributions: We argue that the problem of entity
fragmentation, and the inability to resolve ambiguous
data exchange scenarios caused by different implementations of a generalization relation in source and
target, are consequences of ignoring data level mappings. The gap between data level and schema level
mappings in schema mapping-based data exchange
results in semantic heterogeneities, and consequently,
incorrect and redundant target instances. The Scalable
Entity Preserving Data Exchange (SEDEX) method
we propose bridges the gap between data level and
schema level approaches in data exchange. This system avoids entity fragmentation in data translation,
and resolves ambiguous data exchange scenarios,
which are consequences of different implementation
of generalization relations in the source and the target.
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SEDEX is able to generate the expected solution,
which is identified as a solution that does not contain
any unsound or redundant information [17] (defined
in Section 4.4.1).
In [18], to address the problem of ambiguous
mappings, we employed conceptual models to semantically enhance schema mappings. In spite of
promising results to handle ambiguous scenarios, the
quality of the data exchange using these mappings
is strongly dependent on the quality of employed
conceptual models, which also may not be available
for all databases. We proposed the basic idea of entity
preserving data exchange in EDEX [19], where we
introduced and employed the concept of super-entity
as a set of specific properties of a tuple as well as
the indirect properties. Then, in the data exchange
process, we generated super entities of the source using natural joins between tables. Finally, after pruning
super-entities, target host relations were selected.
SEDEX is a significant improvement over EDEX in
several ways. First, the focus of SEDEX is on scalability, where instead of generating an arbitrary number
of super-entities that may exponentially increase according the number of source tuples, we introduce
and employ the relation and tuple tree structure that
can be used to formally define the similarity between
source tuples and target relations. This approach not
only eliminates the need for pruning a large collection
of super-entities, but also allows to reuse scripts that
are already generated for tuple trees with the same
structure. Second, novel techniques are proposed to
compare tuple trees of source and relation trees of
target. Third, the script reusing technique we propose
ensures scalability of processing. Finally, we report
an extensive set of experiments to show how SEDEX
outperforms existing works.

2

P ROBLEM

AND

S OLUTION OVERVIEW

Problem Definition. Given a source instance I (that
may contain null values representing nonexistent
properties), a set of target egds (i.e., primary key
constraints denoted
Γ), and a set of direct correP
spondences
between schema level properties of
source and target, generate an instance J of the target schema, such that all source properties having a
correspondence in the target are reflected in the target
without entity fragmentation and ambiguity.
Overview of the solution. Philosophical ontology is
the study of the nature of reality, or what exists.
According to the ontology of Bunge [16], the world
is comprised of things, each possessing at least one
property. An entity is defined as a thing that can be
distinctly identified. For example, a specific person,
company, or event is an entity. In relational database
theory, a tuple of a table can represent a particular
entity, where a primary key uniquely identifies a tuple
among tuples of a relation. In practice, information
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about an entity (physical or conceptual object) may be
split over several relations. For example, information
about characteristics of a student can be stored in
three different relations including student, department and course. On the other hand, information
about several things can be combined in a single (unnormalized) relation. For example, information about
the program and courses of a student can be stored
in a single profile relation. These different configurations for relations between tuples and entities is
the consequence of different classifications used in
various schemas. Such differences add complexity in
data integration, where a data integrator needs to deal
with different classification structures in data sources.
In [20], this problem is attributed to the assumption of
inherent classification, where every thing in the domain
of interest is treated as an instance of a class. To
overcome the problem of different classifications in
the source and target, we propose a technique that
preserves source entities in the target regardless of
classification of entities. To this end, we identify existing entities in the source, and then find the best
relations in the target that can host source tuples.
The heart of scalable entity-preserving data exchange
(SEDEX) is finding tree similarity between source
tuple trees and target relation trees which is realized
through computing distance functions between pqgrams of trees (elaborated in Section 4.3).
SEDEX has a pay-as-you-go workflow (See Fig. 1),
in which, once a tuple with relation tree T is processed, the data transformation script generated for
this tuple is stored. This way, when we encounter a
tuple for which the relation tree is similar to a relation
tree that is already available in the script repository,
we reuse the scripts without reprocessing the tuple.
This architecture has three important implications.
First, once a data translation script is generated for
a tuple, it can be reused for the remaining tuples that
have the same structure. Second, given tuples of a
specific relation, SEDEX can exploit multi-threading
techniques to concurrently process tuples from different relations. Third, the only space required is to store
scripts; there is no need to store temporary data.

3

T REE R EPRESENTATION

OF

DATA

We use a nested relational model to represent a
schema, which is a common representation for both
relational and XML schemas. This model is based
on sets and records that can be arbitrarily nested.
We explain our method through an example data
exchange scenario between source and target schemas
shown in Fig. 2. In the source schema, information
about students, professors and registration for courses
are represented through Student, Registration, Prof and
Dep relations. The schema consisting of Stu, Reg and
Course relations is an alternative representation of this
information in the target. Through the data exchange
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Fig. 3. An instance of the source schema in Fig. 2

Fig. 1. The architecture and the workflow of SEDEX

Fig. 2. An example of data exchange scenario

process, we aim to translate an instance of the source
schema (e.g., the source instance in Fig. 3) to an
instance of the target schema.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the source and target schema
can overlap or each may have information that is
not present in the other. Property correspondences
(i.e., properties matching in the source and target)
are shown using solid lines. Such property correspondences are generally produced automatically by
schema matching techniques.
A relational schema is a finite set R = {r1 , ..., rk }
of relations in which ri has a fixed arity (number
of properties) denoted r(p1 ,...,pk ). An instance I of a
schema R is a set of instances over relations of R. An
instance of relation is a finite set of tuples.
Definition 1: (Relation Tree). A relation tree of a relation r ∈ R in a schema, denoted Tr , is a directed
and unlabeled tree Tr = (V, E) with the root being
the primary key of r. When there is no primary key,
or more than one property forms the primary key,
the root is a dummy node (*). In this tree, V is a set
of properties of r and properties referenced by these
properties, and E is a set of unlabeled edges.
An edge from property p1 to property p2 is a
functional dependency between p1 and p2 where p1

Fig. 4. Relation trees of the source schema

uniquely identifies p2 . An edge in this tree expresses
that certain properties cannot exist without other
properties. Relation trees of the source schema in
Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 4. For example, to form
the relation tree of Registration, a dummy node
is placed at root because there is no single property serving as a primary key in this relation. The
properties of registration including sname, course
and regdate are placed under this node at the second level. Since sname itself identifies properties
of a student, the properties uniquely identified by
sname (i.e.,(program, dep, supervisor)) are added at
the third level under sname. Accordingly, properties of dep (building) and properties of supervisor
(degree, prof dep) are added at the fourth level under
supervisor and dep, respectively. Finally, the properties of department (dname, building) are added at the
fifth level under prof dep.
The height of a tree T , which is the number of nodes
on the longest path from the root of a tree to a leaf
node, is denoted Height(T ). The set of nodes of a tree
T , and the set of nodes of T at level i are denoted V (T )
and Vi (T ), respectively.
Definition 2: (Schema Forest). Given a relational
schema with a finite set of relations R, a schema forest
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Fig. 5. Two tuple trees from the instance in Fig. 3

of R is a set of all relation trees in R, that is denoted:
F (R) = {Tr |r ∈ R}.
We present a relational schema by schema forest.
The schema forest of a schema is a simplified representation of a schema that abstracts the physical
organization of a schema into a logical view.
Definition 3: (Tuple Tree). A tuple tree of a tuple t
from a relation r, denoted Tt , is a directed and unlabeled tree Tt = (V, E), where V is a set of (property :
value) pairs of t and all other (property : value) pairs
that are referenced by t. E is a set of unlabeled edges
between nodes representing this reference.
To form a tuple tree, we put the primary key of
this tuple as a root. In the case there is no primary
key or a combination of properties uniquely identifies
a tuple, a dummy node (*) is assigned to the root.
The remaining properties of this tuple are added
as the children of the root. For a node referencing
other tuples, non-primary key properties are added
as children of that node. This continues until there is
no tuple in the leaf nodes referencing other tuples.
For example, the tuple trees of first and second
tuples of Student are shown in Fig. 5. Note that in
the case of t2 , since supervisor is null, the tuple tree
is not extended from this property. The relation tree
and tuple trees of a relation have a similar structure
with two differences. First, a relation tree is a schema
level tree in which the names of properties form
the nodes. However, a tuple tree is a data level tree
constructed from (property : value) pairs. Second, in
constructing a relation tree, all properties of a relation
as well as properties that are referenced by these
properties are added to the tree. However, in a tuple
tree, (property : value) pairs are added only in the
case where value is not null.
A relation in a data model is represented in terms
of a set of schema level properties, while tuples of
a relation possess data level properties. Possessing a
generic (schema level) property precedes possessing
a data level (specific) property (e.g., possessing color
precedes possessing the color red) [20]. A relation
tree Tr of a tuple tree (Tt ) (where t is a tuple of r)
can be considered as a schema-level representation
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of a tuple tree denoted RT (Tt ). This can be achieved
through replacing data level properties with schema
level properties (i.e., replacing (property : value)
with property). In the data exchange procedure we
propose, given a tuple tree in the source, we use this
reduction function to generate a relation tree matched
against one of the relation trees in the target.
We use a simple algorithm to construct relation
trees and tuple trees, similar to the approach used
in [21]. In this algorithm, if one element is nested
under another element (or has a foreign key into
another element), the corresponding edge is added.
In the remainder of this paper, we assume relations
are given as relation trees, and tuples are given as
tuple trees.

4

E NTITY P RESERVING DATA E XCHANGE

In this section we elaborate the architecture of SEDEX
and the techniques proposed to exchange data.
4.1 Processing source relations
The first step toward data exchange is understanding
the structure of relations in the source. To find the
order of processing tuples, we extract relation trees
of the source and form the schema forest of source
relations. Tuples are processed in descending order of
relation tree heights (which is the number of nodes on
the longest path from the root of a tree to a leaf node).
This way, we avoid generating redundant entities
in the target, and consequently entity fragmentation.
The idea behind processing the tuples based on descending order of the height of relation trees is to
process relations referencing other relations before
the relations that are referenced. Suppose relation r
references relation s and a tuple t of s is processed
before tuples of r. If there is a tuple p in r that
references t, two entities are generated for t (one for
t, and another for p that references t). For example,
the height of relation tree of P rof is three while it is
four for Student. Processing tuples of Student results
in processing tuples of P rof (except those that are not
referenced by Student). However, if we process tuples
of P rof before tuples of Student, those tuples of prof
referenced by tuples of Student are processed twice,
resulting in redundancy and entity fragmentation.
4.2 Processing and marking source tuples
Although tuples of relations are processed in descending order of height, the order of processing tuples in
a relation is not important. In processing a tuple t
from relation r, once a tuple p from another relation
s is visited, p is marked as seen. This prevents reprocessing of p when we process tuples of s. This way,
SEDEX avoids generating redundant tuples in data
transformation and consequently, prevents entity fragmentation in data exchange. For example, in processing the first tuple of Student (i.e., (s1 , p1 , d1 , prof1 )),
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the tuple corresponding to prof1 (i.e., (prof1 , deg1 , d1 ))
from P rof and tuple corresponding to d1 (d1 , b1 )
from Dep are marked as seen. In (prof1 , deg1 , d1 ), d1
refers to tuple (d1 , b1 ) from Dep. However, since this
tuple is already marked as seen, there is no need for
remarking. During the processing of the tuples of a
relation, we skip tuples that are already seen.
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4.3 Matching relation trees
Finding a target relation tree matching the tuple tree
of the source being processed for data translation is
crucial in SEDEX, and is an important part of our
contribution. According to the concepts of relation tree
and tuple tree representing the hierarchal structure
of relations and tuples, we propose a technique to
explore associations between a relation tree and a
tuple tree. To find similarity between relation trees
of source and relations trees of target, we adopted
the tree similarity algorithm [22] with the following
changes. First, we used the repository of property
correspondences between source and target to find the
similar nodes between two given trees in the source
and target. Second, attributes represented with null
values in the source are not included as they are
treated as “nonexistent” properties. Third, in the case
of multi-valued attributes, a separate edge and nodes
regarding each value is added to the trees. Formally,
we define a match function as:
P
M atch(Tt , F (S), ) = argmin Dist(RT (Tt ) − Ti )
Ti ∈F (S)

In this function, Tt is a tuple tree, F (S) is a forest of
relation
trees of schema S, Ti is a relation tree in F (S),
P
is set of property correspondences matching source
and target properties, RT (Tt ) is the relational tree
of tuple Tt , and Dist is a distance function between
two relational trees (discussed below). The aim of the
M atch function is to find the most similar tree in F(S)
that has the minimum distance with the relational tree
of a tuple tree.
Determining similarity between trees is an independent problem that has been studied in a variety
of areas [21]. A conventional way of measuring tree
similarity is tree edit distance, which is the minimal
cost of applying edit operations (insertion, deleting
and renaming nodes) to convert one tree to another.
As discussed in [22], computing tree edit distance
is NP complete for unordered trees. To address this
problem, alternative distance functions such as binary
branch distance and pq-grams have been proposed to
run in linear time. Among existing works for distance
functions between trees, we choose windowed pq-grams
(discussed below) to implement the M atch function
for the following reasons. First, since the order of
properties in a relation is not important, relation trees
are unordered trees. Unlike original pq-grams, windowed pq-grams work for unordered trees. Second, as
discussed in [22], windowed pq-grams run in linear

Fig. 6. Two trees TA (a) and TB (b), TA sorted based
on siblings(c), and TA extended with dummy nodes (d)
time. Third, this distance function takes into account
siblings and parent/child relations and consequently
the logical structure of trees in finding tree similarities.
The main idea behind windowed pq-grams distance
is to break down trees into constant sized fragments
called pq-grams. A multiset of pq-grams represents
both tree structure and content. Various distance functions are defined in terms of intersection and union
of two multisets of pq-grams. As discussed in [21],
finding similarity between two trees using windowed
pq-grams is performed in the following steps:
Tree sorting. The first step toward forming pq-grams
is tree sorting, where siblings are ordered lexicographically by node labels. Let l(n) denote the label of a
node n, and C(n, T ) = (p1 , ..., pk ) denote the order of
the children of n in tree T . Formally, a tree is ordered
if i < j =⇒ l(pi ) < l(pj ). For example given the TA
in Fig. 6(a), the sorted tree is shown in Fig. 6(c).
Tree extension. Given a tree T and two parameters
(p, q > 0) determining the shape of the pq-grams
tree, the tree is extended with new dummy nodes
(represented by ∗) with the following conditions:
– adding p − 1 ancestors to root.
– adding q − 1 children before each first child and
after last child.
– adding q children to each leaf node.
The sorted tree in Fig. 6(c), which is extended with
parameters (p = 2 and q = 1), is shown in Fig. 6(d).
Decomposing to pq-grams. Once a tree is extended
with dummy nodes, the next step is decomposing the
tree to many small connected subtrees having p + q
nodes (v1 , ..., vp ; v10 , ..., vq0 ), where v1 , ..., vp is a path
of parent-child nodes, and v10 , ..., vq0 are consecutive
children of vp . The multiset of these subtrees is called
a pq-gram representing a structured summary of the
tree. The multiset of string representations of these
pq-grams is denoted ϕp,q (T ). For example, the corresponding pq-grams multiset of TA and TB (for p = 2
and q = 1) are:
ϕ2,1 (TA ) = {{(∗, d; b), (∗, d; c), (∗, d; e), (d, b; ∗), (d, c; ∗),
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(d, e; a), (d, e; d), (e, a; ∗), (e, d; ∗)}}
ϕ2,1 (TB ) = {{(∗, d; b), (∗, d; c), (∗, d; e), (d, b; ∗), (d, c; f ),
(d, e; ∗), (c, f ; ∗)}}
Distance function. The similarity between two given
trees (T1 and T2 ) can be identified by computing
the distance between pq-grams multisets of these
trees (ϕp,q (S) and ϕp,q (T )). To this end, we use the
normalized pq-grams distance function [22] which is
defined as:
|ϕp,q (T1 ) ∪ ϕp,q (T2 )| − 2|ϕp,q (T1 ) ∩ ϕp,q (T2 )|
d(T1 , T2 ) =
|ϕp,q (T1 ) ∪ ϕp,q (T2 )| − |ϕp,q (T1 ) ∩ ϕp,q (T2 )|
Given pq-grams multiset of TA and TB (for p = 2
and q = 1) in Fig. 6, the distance function between TA
and TB is obtained as: 12−2∗4
12−4 = 0.50. Note that this
distance is normalized to the range [0, 1].
As an example of finding tree similarity in our
data exchange scenario, suppose we aim to find the
best relation tree in the target that can host the first
tuple of registration t = (s1 , c1 , dt1 ). The ordered tree
of this tuple, and the relation tree extended with
dummy nodes, are shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b),
respectively. The pg-grams multiset of the relation
tree of t, denoted Tt , obtained from decomposing the
extended tree of Tt , is:
ϕ2,1 (Tt ) = {{(*,course;*), (*,regdate;*), (*, sname; program), (*, sname; dep), (*, sname; supervisor), (sname,
program;*), (sname, dep ;building), (sname, supervisor;
degree), (sname, supervisor; profdep), (dep, building;*), (supervisor, degree;*), (supervisor, profdep; building), (profdep,
building;*)}}
According to the match function, to find the most
similar relation tree in the target matching the relation
tree of Tt , we need to find the distance between Tt and
all relation trees in the target. To this end, we form the
pq-grams of the target relations as follows:
ϕ2,1 (TReg ) = {{(*, student; prog), (*, student; dpt),
(*, student; supervisor), (*, cname; credit), (*, date; *),
(student, prog; *), (student, dpt; *), (student, supervisor;
*), (cname,credit;*)}}
ϕ2,1 (TStu ) = {{(*, student; prog), (*, student; dpt), (*,
student; supervisor), (student, prog;*), (student, dpt; *),
(student, supervisor; *)}}
ϕ2,1 (TCourse ) = {{(*, cname; credit), (cname, credit;*)}}
Using the property correspondences in Fig. 2 representing equivalent properties (e.g., sname ↔ student),
the normalized distance functions are computed as
= 0.71 and dist(Tt , TStu ) =
dist(Tt , TReg ) = 18−2∗4
18−4
16−2∗3
15−2∗0
=
0.76,
dist(T
,
T
= 1. Act
Course ) =
16−3
15−0
cording to the match function, dist(Tt , TReg ) has the
minimum value among others indicating that TReg is
the most similar relation tree to Tt .
Given a tuple tree t in the source, SEDEX automatically computes all distance functions from this tuple
to corresponding relation trees in the target. Selecting

Fig. 7. (a) Original tree, (b) the extended tree

a host relation in the target is conducted by finding
the relation having the minimum distance with the
input tuple tree. Consequently, no complicated rule is
needed for this purpose.
Multi-valued Attributes: Although functional dependencies in the form of multiple attributes to multiple
attributes are not common in normalized relational
databases, SEDEX supports such dependencies because of forming tuple trees at the property level
rather than the entity level. In the normal state when
property p references property q, an edge is materialized from p to q in the tuple tree. When there
are functional dependencies in the form of multiple
attributes to multiple attributes, two different scenarios are taken into account. In the case the property
p references properties q1 , . . . , qk (that are not necessarily from the same relation), k distinct edges are
materialized such that there will be an edge from p
to each qi . For example, given the student relation
ST (name, id, supervisor) and the supervisor relation
SU P (supid, empId), where each student can have
more than one supervisor, a distinct edge from the
supervisor in ST to different supid in SU P is created.
In the case properties q1 , . . . , qk from the same
relation r1 reference property p from the relation r2 ,
materializing the edges is not problematic, since a
separate node for each qi and its corresponding edge
from qi to p is materialized. Using the naming convention of db.table.property.value ensures the existence
of unique node names in the tuple tree. This way,
by forming a hash table of nodes in a tuple tree,
SEDEX can check if this node is already in the tree
before adding a node and its corresponding edge to
the tuple tree. This ensures creating only one node
given a property in a table, while at the same time,
prevents generating a cycle.
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4.4 Data transformation
Data translation is realized through translating a
source tuple tree to a target tuple tree. This process is
performed in three phases of translating tuple trees,
generating insertion scripts and running scripts.
SEDEX and the expected solution: Formally, tuple
tree translation in SEDEX is defined as follows: Given
a tuple tree Tx in the source, the matching relation tree
P
Tr in the target, a set of property correspondences ,
and a set of target egds (Γ), generate tuple Ty such that,
for each property p∈Tx , that has a correspondence
q∈Tr , property q with the value of p appears in Ty .
As discussed in [17], an expected solution is defined
as a solution that does not contain any unsound or
redundant information. We argue SEDEX does not
generate an unsound solution because every property
q∈Ty has a correspondent in Ty . In addition, employing the Match function ensures a right structure (i.e.,
Tr ) is selected in the target for data transformation.
Moreover, employing functional dependencies in the
form of target egds (Γ) prevents generating a redundant solution. This is achieved by checking primary
keys and unique values before inserting any tuple.
4.4.1 Tuple tree translation
The overall algorithm to implement tuple
tree transP
lation, denoted as T ranslate(Tx , Tr , ) function, is
shown in Algorithm 1. The process of translating tuple
trees requires running Algorithm 1 on all tuple trees
on the source, which has the time complexity of O(nt),
where n is the number of tuple trees in the source,
and t is the average number of nodes per tuple tree.
Note that since property correspondences are stored
in a hash table, the number of property correspondences does not affect the overall time complexity of
this Algorithm. Since the processed tuple trees are
not required to be stored on the memory, the space
complexity of running Algorithm 1 is O(c), where c is
the size of the hash table of property correspondences.
Data: tuple tree Tx , the corresponding matching
relation tree Tr
Result: generate a tuple tree Ty that represents
tuple x in the relation tree Tr
Let V(Tx ) and V(Tr ) denote
the set of nodes of Tx
P
and Tx , respectively.
is the set of property
correspondences
foreach n = (p, v) in V (Tx ) do
if there is a property
correspondence
P
s : p1 ↔ p2 ∈
such that p = p1 and
p2 ∈ V (Tr ) then
change the node p2 in Tr to (p2 , v)
Remove nodes for which there is no
corresponding property in the source
end
Algorithm 1: Tuple Tree Translation

Fig. 8. The tuple tree generated from the first tuple of
Student and TReg in the target using Algorithm 1
In our example, given the tuple tree of the first tuple
of Registration (shown in Fig. 7(a)), the relation tree
matching this tree (TReg ), and the set of property correspondences, the tuple shown in Fig. 8 is generated.
4.4.2 Generating transformation scripts
When a tuple tree is generated using Algorithm 1,
the next step is generating scripts to transform this
tuple tree to XML or relational data. The high level
algorithm that generates such transformation scripts
is shown in Algorithm 2. Since the referenced entities
must be inserted before those referencing other entities, the algorithm we propose to generate insertion
scripts processes the tuple tree from bottom to top.
More specifically, starting with non-leaf nodes that
have higher heights, Algorithm 2 generates scripts to
insert tuple tree information to a relational schema
or to generate xml documents. For each non-leaf
node, an insertion script is generated and added to
scriptSequence. In this algorithm, nodes at level i + 1
are processed before the nodes at level i. Once all nonleaf nodes at a level are processed, the scriptSequence
(including a sequence of insertion scripts) is added
to scriptRepository. Script repository is a hash table
where the key is the string representation of the post
order traversal of the relation tree of input tuple tree.
For example, in the case of processing the first tuple
of student (s1 , p1 , d1 , prof1 ) in Fig. 5, the key inserted
to the hash table is: ”program building dep degree
building profdep supervisor sname”.
Algorithm 2 has the time complexity of O(nlog(t)t),
where n is number of tuples of target generated by
Algorithm 2, and t is the average number of nodes
in each tuple. The space complexity of Algorithm 2 is
not trivial as it depend on the number of tuple trees
with the same structure for which only one script is
generated. In the worst case, where there is no tuple
sharing the same script (which is rare according to
our experiments), the space complexity has the order
of O(nk), where n is the number of tuples and k is
the size of script.
Reusing Scripts: In the phase of generating transformation scripts, it is possible to reuse the scripts generated for tuples that are already processed. Scripts
can be reused at two levels. The first level is in the
same relation, where the script generated to insert
a tuple tree is used to insert the tuple trees with
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the same tree structure, but different values. At this
level, the script already generated for a relation with
the same properties are reused just by adding the
corresponding values in the tuple tree. The scripts can
also be used in other relations of the same dataset
as well as across datasets. However, at this level,
only the hierarchical structure of a script is used and
property names and values are rewritten according to
new property names and values. In other words, the
fetched script is rewritten according to new properties
and values of the tuple tree without processing the
hierarchal structure of a tuple tree. To this end, we
form a hash table, where the key is the sequential
representation of a tree, and value is a script including
a sequence of property names and a corresponding
sequence of values. The advantage of using the sequential representation of a tree is a representation
with the minimum information needed to reconstruct
the tree structure. Unlike binary trees, tuple trees are
general trees that requires indicating whether a node
is leaf or internal as well as the number of child nodes.
Data: tuple tree Tt
Result: generate an insertion script
Let h = height(Tt )
Let Vi (Tt ) = the set of child nodes of a tree Tt at
level i
for int i = 1 to h − 1 do
foreach Tj in Vi (Tt ) do
C(Tj ) = The set of children of Tj
r = relation in the target where its
properties match C(Tj )
Generate an insertion script sc to insert
(property : value) matching C(Ti ) to
relation r
Add sc to scriptSequences
end
add scriptSequences to scriptRepository
end
Algorithm 2: Script Generator

4.4.3 Running scripts
We form the script repository to avoid reprocessing of
tuples that have the same structure with tuple trees
already processed. For a tuple tree to be inserted into
the target, after generating the relation tree of this
tuple, we generate the string representation of the
post order traversal of this relation tree. If the script
repository already contains this key, the corresponding script is retrieved. Otherwise, the script repository
is updated with the script sequence.
Target egds. Once a new script sequence is generated
(or retrieved from the script repository), we run the
scripts in the presence of target egd constraints. To
avoid entity fragmentation, there should be only one
reference to an entity in the target. To address this
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problem, we use target egds to encode primary key
constraints in the target [5]. Although applying target
egds prevents inserting redundant tuples referencing
the same tuples, this may result in losing some entities of the source, because inserting a tuple into a
table may not be possible due to integrity constraints.
For example, because information about students and
departments is stored in the same table, the existence
of a department depends on the existence of a student.
This is a trade-off between data consistency and data
completeness, where a mapping designer may relax
some target egds to gain complete data exchange. A
complete discussion of incompleteness is given in [23].
Conditional Functional Dependencies (CFDs).
In [24], we showed how basic and natural functional
dependencies between properties, that can be
used to infer implicit properties from existing
properties, is largely ignored. In addition to
functional dependencies at the schema level in
terms of target egds, SEDEX is also able to handle
conditional functional dependencies that aim to
capture data consistency by enforcing bindings
of semantically related values. Such dependencies
are conditional because constraints are applied
only on a subset of a relation satisfying certain
conditions. A CFD can be intra-table which is hold
among properties of a single table. For example
Treat(’dialysis’ ⇒ ’kidney disease’) expresses that the
type of treatment ’dialysis’ determines the disease of
a patient, which is ’kidney disease’. In an inter-table
CFD, the constraint is expressed among two tables.
For example PATIENT.disease(’kidney problem’) ⇒
Doctor.Specialty(’Urologist’) states that the kidney
problem of a patient can determine the Urology
specialty of a doctor treating this patient [24].
We added an interpreter module to check conditional functional dependencies before adding an edge
between two properties. The input of this module is
a set of functional dependencies as well as foreign
keys. Automatically discovering CFDs is a different
research problem discussed extensively in [25]. What
SEDEX performs in terms of CFDs is the automatically reading and interpreting these dependencies, no
matter how they are discovered.
The interpreter module works in conjunction with
the tuple tree generator module. Before generating
any tuple tree, the interpreter module reads and loads
all CFDs (in XML format). Two separate hash tables
are formed based on these CFDs. In the hash table
for intra-table CFDs, given a conditional functional
dependency cf ∈ {intra − table CF Ds}, there will be
an entry with the key of the left side of cf , and the
value of the set of all CFDs having this key in the left
side of their CFD. In the case of inter-tables CFDs, the
key of an entry to the hash table is a combination of
table and property names in the left side of a CFD.
Before the process of generating tuple trees for a
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given relation, the interpreter module checks intratable and inter-table hash tables to find if there is
a conditional functional dependency regarding the
foreign keys. If there is a key in these hash tables
matching foreign keys, the corresponding value of
that property is updated based on the extracted CFD.
4.5 Entity Preservation and Ambiguity Resolution
Entity Preservation. There are many-to-many relations between entities and tuples in a data source. In
other words, an entity may be shown using several
tuples, or a tuple may represent more than one entity.
As discussed in [8], data exchange systems based on
schema mapping that are not using target egds suffer
from entity fragmentation. This is due to the overlap
between schema mappings for which redundant tuples are created. Such redundancy results in spreading
an entity across several tuples. In [8], to address this
problem, mapping expressions are rewritten using the
target egds. Alternatively, in SEDEX we apply egds
when running scripts. More specifically, to avoid generating unneeded nulls in the target and consequently
fragmentation of entities across several tuples, target
egds are used to generate a single reference to each
entity given the egds constraints.
Entity resolution [26] is an integral part of the data
integration process. Heterogeneity resolution in data
exchange at the schema level is performed through
schema mapping and matching. At the instance level,
this is performed through entity resolution, which is
known as identifying the same real world entities
represented in different ways in source and target.
In SEDEX, the source entities are transformed to
the temporary structure of tuple trees that are later
transformed to target tuple trees based on the structure of relation trees in the target. Entity resolution
can be performed through logical rules that might
explicitly express when two or more candidate tuples
match. Alternatively, some research clusters records
for this purpose. However, generally entities in different sources are resolved with methods that score
fuzzy matches between two or more candidate tuples
and use statistical weights to determine when these
records indeed represent the same entity. In SEDEX,
this fuzzy match is provided by the Match function
(in Section 4.3), which is realized through finding
similarity between source tuple trees and target relation trees. This is an important feature of SEDEX in
which schema-level information (in terms of structure
of tuple trees) and data-level information (in terms
of actual property values in tuple tree nodes) are
processed holistically to perform entity resolution.
Ambiguity Resolution: We contend that SEDEX can
handle ambiguities arising when there are different
implementations of generalization in source and target (and not every form of ambiguities). Let Tp and
Tq denote two tables in the target with a set of
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properties P and Q, where P ∩Q6=null. Suppose there
is a table Ts in the source with a set of properties S
where P ∪Q⊂ S. This setting can be considered as two
different implementations of generalization, where for
given source tuple t ∈ {tuples of Ts }, properties from
P ∩Q that are not null indicate in which table (Tp or
Tq ) this tuple must be materialized. Suppose there
is a tuple t in {tuples of Ts }, such that for non-null
properties |P ∩ S| > |Q ∩ S|. In this case, the tuple tree
generated from t will have more common edges with
the relation tree extracted from Tp rather than Tq . This
is due to the fact that, for the common properties, the
trees have the same edges while, for null properties,
no edge is added in the case of the relation tree of Tp .
The M atch function selects Tp as the desired relation
tree host to materialize t. However, when |P ∩ S| <
|Q ∩ S|, the relation tree of Tq is selected.
For example, suppose the instructor relation
Ts =Inst(Name, stId, empId) is in the source, and graduate students Tp = Grad(name, empId, course) and professors Tq =Prof(name, stId) relations are in the target. In this state, P ∩Q={name} is not null and
P ∪Q={N ame, stId, empId} is a subset of S. Given a
tuple t = (Bob, 1234, null) ∈ Ts , since |P ∩ S| = 2 >
|Q ∩ S| = 1, the tuple tree generated from t will have
more common edges with the relation tree extracted
from Tp rather than Tq . Consequently, Tp is selected
as a desired relation tree host to materialize t. This
is an example of ambiguous data exchange scenario,
which is handled properly by a hybrid method based
on data and schema mapping.

5

E VALUATION

We performed a comprehensive set of experiments
to evaluate the quality as well as the scalability of
data exchange. Among notable data exchange systems, Clio [2], [3] generates a universal solution using
mappings and transformation scripts. MapMerge [11]
is able to generate a smaller solution by correlating
Clio mappings. On the other hand, ++Spicy [8] generates the core solution by rewriting mapping using
target egds. According to a comprehensive evaluation
of data exchange systems [12], MapMerge reduces
the size of the target instance in comparison to Clio.
However, Clio requires less time in comparison to
MapMerge. Neither Clio nor MapMerge is able to
generate the core solution, while ++Spicy is able
to generate the core solution. As reported in [12],
++Spicy effectively removes redundancy with an extra time cost. Consequently, we compare SEDEX to
++Spicy because the quality of data exchange already
outperforms many preceding works. We also take
into account EDEX [19] (i.e., the previous version of
SEDEX based on super entities) in the comparisons.
The experiments have been conducted on an Intel
i7 machine with 2.6Ghz processor and 4GB of RAM
under windows 8.1 and MySQL 5.6.26 as a DBMS.
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5.1 Quality of Data Exchange

Datasets. Recently, iBench [12], a fully configurable
metadata generator that makes it possible to generate
data exchange scenarios with different sizes and characteristics, was proposed. We used iBench to generate
schemas, schema constraints and correspondences between schemas. iBench allows the sharing of relations
across primitives as well as generating user defined
primitives (UDPs). A primitive is a structure including
source and target schemas as well as a transformation
from the source to the target [12]. A UDP can be
combined with native primitives to produce complex
scenarios. iBench employs a data generator based on
ToXgene [13] that is used to create source instances.
We generated and used two different datasets in
the experiments. The first dataset (STB) is similar to
STB dataset in [12] that includes primitives supported
by STBenchmark [27]. In particular, this dataset includes CP (copy a relation), VP (vertical partitioning), HP (horizontal partitioning), and SU (copy a
relation and create a surrogate key) primitives. The
second dataset (AMB) includes two user defined ambiguous scenarios in addition to primitives in STB.
These two ambiguous scenarios are based on different
implementations of generalization relations. In the
first scenario (sc1 ), a generalization relation in the
source is realized through collapsing attributes of
subclasses to a super class and allocating a single
table including all properties. On the other hand,
in the target, the generalization relation is realized
through allocating separate tables for super class and
subclasses, connected by foreign keys. In the second
scenario sc2 , a generalization relation is implemented
by collapsing attributes of subclasses in to the super
class, accompanied by an additional property that
explicitly indicates the subclass. The generalization
relation in the target is implemented same as sc1 . As
discussed in [18], these are error prone scenarios that
result in generating ambiguous mappings.
Similar to [12], to generate STB, we took 10 instances of each primitive, and source relations with
(3-7) attributes and 100 tuples. To generate AMB, we
created two specially designed UDPs based on sc1 and
sc2 scenarios. In the UDP based on sc1 , the Entity
relation in the source is used to store P erson and
nonP erson organisms. On the other hand, two sep-
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Neither Clio [2], [3] nor MapMerge [11] uses egds. On
the other hand, ++Spicy [8], by rewriting mappings
using egds, can generate a smaller target instance in
comparison to MapMerge and Clio. SEDEX also uses
egds by directly applying them in data transformation
to avoid data redundancy. Consequently, we compared SEDEX in the presence of egds with ++Spicy.
EDEX [19] (i.e., an earlier version of SEDEX using
super entities) is not considered in the experiments
for the quality of data exchange because it has the
same quality as SEDEX.

Constants

100

Number of target relations with egds

Fig. 9. Target size by varying the number of egds

arate relations (i.e. P erson and nonP erson) are used
in the target, where common properties are stored in
the Entity relation. There is a correspondence from
source to target attribute having the same name. On
the other hand, in UDP based on sc2 , attributes of
(P erson and nonP erson) are collapsed in to Entity
relation accompanied by an additional property that
explicitly indicates the subclass.
Measure. Smaller target size in data exchange represents producing less incompleteness. Consequently,
similar to [12] and [8], the size of target instance (i.e.,
the number of atomic values in an instance) is used
as a measure of data exchange quality.
Results. In the experiments for STB dataset, we varied the number of target relations having a primary
key from 0 to 100%. As shown in Fig 9, although
the number of nulls generated in both SEDEX and
++Spicy is reduced by increasing the number of target
relations having egds, SEDEX generates fewer nulls in
comparison to ++Spicy. There is a negligible difference
between the size of constants in ++Spicy and SEDEX.
In [19], we showed that the amount of improvement
in the quality of data exchange is a function of the
number of ambiguous scenarios, and the number of
tables affected. Consequently, to generate the AMB
dataset, UDPs were invoked 10 to 100 times with
source relations containing 100 tuples. The data generator was configured to generate target relations
with a primary key. As shown in Fig. 10, ++Spicy
is negatively affected by ambiguous scenarios and as
result, more nulls and constants are generated using
AMB. However, SEDEX by handling the ambiguous
scenarios can generate a smaller target instance. This
is due to the removing incomplete redundant tuples
that are directly handled by simultaneously considering data as well as schema level information.
5.2 Scalability
Scalability for large scenarios. To evaluate the scalability of SEDEX with regard to a large number of
relations and dependencies, we employed a setting
similar to what has been used in [8] to generate the
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Fig. 11. Scalability for large data exchange scenarios
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Scalability for large source instances. We employed
four data exchange scenarios elaborated in [8] denoted
a, b, c, d where the number of mappings varies
between 4 and 10, and the number of egds varies
between 5 and 13. To study the scalability of SEDEX
with regard to large source instances, we repeated the
experiments for source databases of 100k, 500k and
1M tuples. As shown in Fig. 12, because of reusing
insertion scripts, the execution time increases at a
lower rate than the rate of increase in tuples. This is
an important advantage representing the scalability of
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mapping scenarios and the source instances. Using the
scenario generator component of STBenchMark [27],
four relational scenarios (s25 , s50 , s75 , s100 ) were
generated, where each scenario contains 25, 50, 75,
and 100 tables, respectively. These scenarios were
generated with an average join path length of 3 and
variance 1. The remaining parameters were kept as
default. To increase the complexity of schemas, a
composition of basic scenarios was used. In particular,
in the case of Vertical Partitioning, for scenarios s25,
s50, s75 and 100, we used the repetition parameters
3, 6, 11, 15, respectively (the repetition parameters
specify how many times the respective transformation
will appear in the scenario). Accordingly, in the case of
De-normalization, we used the repetition parameters
3, 6, 12, 15 , and in the case of copy, we used 1, 1, 1,
1. With a slight difference from [8], the final scenarios
generated include relations and joins varying between
(13 relations, 3 joins) and (48 relations, 31 joins).
Depending on the number of tables in each scenario,
the egds varies up to the number of tables in each
scenario (i.e., one primary key per table). Given this
configuration for four different scenarios, the execution time of ++Spicy, EDEX and SEDEX are shown in
Fig. 11. The time reported is the total time including
the time to generate the transformation script (Tg )
as well as the time to execute the scripts (Te ). As
shown in Fig. 11, increasing the size of scenarios
results in increasing Tg and Te . This is due the fact
that increasing the number of tables results in new
relation trees and consequently new scripts.
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Fig. 12. Scalability of SEDEX over large source data

SEDEX in processing large number of tuples.
Scalability for diverse scenarios. Since the time to
generate the scripts is considerably more than the
time to run the scripts, script reuse plays a critical
role in SEDEX. To study how this feature affects
the performance of data exchange in different data
exchange scenarios, we employed 11 basic scenarios
from STBenchmark including Copy (CP), Constant
Value Generation (CV), Horizontal Partitioning (HP),
Surrogate Key Assignment (SK), Vertical Partitioning
(VP), Unnesting (UN), Nesting (NE), Denormalization
(DE), Keys/Object Fusion (KO), and Atomic Value
Management (AV). The self join scenario is not included in the experiments as it is not supported in
the current version of SEDEX. Each scenario was run
with source instances of 10k, 100k, 250k, 500k, and
1M tuples. The results of these experiments are shown
in Fig. 13. In comparison to other scenarios, SEDEX
shows better performance on CP, CV, HP and VP. This
can be attributed to the large number of scripts reused
in these scenarios because of the low diversity of tuple
structure in these scenarios (See Fig. 15)
5.3 Script Reuse
Finally, we aim to find to what extent SEDEX exploits
scripts that are already generated. We performed an
experiment to study the hit ratio of scripts. We define
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hit ratio as nr /(nr + ng ), where ng is the number of
tuples processed in t period for which new scripts are
generated. nr is the number of tuples that reuse existing scripts in this period. Through this experiment, we
want to find the pattern of reusing scripts during the
data exchange process. The results of our experiments
for hit ratio in STB dataset with 60K tuples from the
beginning to end is shown in Fig. 14. The hit ratio at
the beginning is very low because of generating new
scripts. The hit ratio sharply increases because most
of the tuples have the same relation trees. The gaps
in this figure occur when the system starts processing
the tuples of a new relation.
To study to what extent script reuse is performed
in different scenarios, we measured the number of
scripts reused in 11 different scenarios from STBenchmark elaborated before. As shown in Fig. 15, although
all scenarios exploit script reuse, scenarios CP, CV,
HP and VP are more affected by script reuse. This is
because of the increase in diversity of scripts, where
simple scenarios exploit script reuse in a better way.

6

R ELATED W ORK

In [29], schema mapping expressions are rewritten
into a laconic schema mapping. Such laconic schema
mappings can directly generate the core solution. To
address ambiguity in data exchange, Muse [30] allows a mapping designer to select a desired mapping

among alternative interpretations of an ambiguous
mapping. A sample-driven schema mapping technique is proposed in [9] that automatically constructs
schema mappings from sample target instances provided by users. This technique generates mapping
expressions given each pair of sample source and
target instances. Then, the validity of these mappings
is checked within the limit of acceptable noise.
Incorporating key constraints in mapping systems
is discussed in [31], where the authors provide a
technique in which users provide specialized inputs
so that the mapping algorithm can handle keys. The
problem of dealing with functional dependencies has
also been studied in the context of data integration [32], [33]. In these techniques, query rewriting is
conducted in presence of functional dependencies.

7

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

We showed that data exchange solely based on
schema level information results in entity fragmentation, as well as inability to handle many ambiguous
scenarios. To address this problem, we proposed a
scalable entity preserving approach (SEDEX) for data
exchange in which the focus is on preserving source
entities in the target no matter which class they belong
to in the source. We created abstract representations
of source and target by forming a tree structure of
source entities and target relations. Then, using tree
similarity techniques which work based on finding
distance functions between trees, the best relation
trees matching the source entities were identified. We
showed SEDEX can directly generate the expected
solution as a desirable solution for data exchange.
We performed several experiments on SEDEX to
study the quality of data exchange, performance and
scalability of data exchange. The results of our experiments show that, unlike ++Spicy, SEDEX is able
to resolve many ambiguous data exchange scenarios
caused by different implementation of generalization
relations. Several experiments to study the efficiency
of our system support the idea that SEDEX outperforms ++Spicy to a large extent. We attribute this
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to the script reusing technique in which tuple trees
having the same structure use the same script for data
exchange without reprocessing tuples.
Several interesting issues remain open. Exploring
other types of ambiguous data exchange scenarios
that can result in entity fragmentation is one of
particular interest that can result in increasing the
quality of data exchange. Another interesting issue for
future work would be to study if source and target
can be represented through schema and data level
information of big knowledge bases (e.g., freebase).
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